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Whole-system Optimisation
Operation of mass EVs (electric vehicles) and HPs (heat pumps) will 
maximise the utilisation of renewables (offshore and onshore), low 

carbon energy (nuclear) and existing network infrastructure   

How should we upgrade the last mile of the distribution systems 
to support rapid growth of EVs and HPs? 

How to allocate the network costs to energy customers?

What are the social implications?



Whole-system Optimisation
Operation of mass EVs (electric vehicles) and HPs (heat pumps) will 
maximise the utilisation of renewables (offshore and onshore), low 

carbon energy (nuclear) and existing network infrastructure   

How should we upgrade the last mile of the distribution systems 
to support rapid growth of EVs and HPs? 

Where will EVs/HPs be connected to the UK’s ~1m distribution 
substations? 

Where will the bottlenecks of the last mile of the electric 
distribution systems be for integrating EVs and HPs? 



Where will EVs/HPs be connected to the UK’s ~1m distribution substations? 
– City of Bath to illustrate (435 distribution substations, 775 EVs)

WPD Spatia l Ne twork Data

Ce nsus  Data ONS Data

2. High fide lity powe r, he at, EV mode lling

How should we upgrade the last miles 
of the distribution systems?

1. Mapping  EVs  to a  par ticular 
d is tribution subs tation 

Exte ns ion of WPD/Bath Low Voltage  
Ne twork Te mplate  Tool

https://set-gui.halo-software.co.uk/bathLV


• LCT growth: EVs grow disproportionally across the City of  Bath
• Network investment: More network investment required at the affluent areas
• Current method for allocating network cost: Averaged across the city
• Observation: The poor contributing to network investment for the rich

How should we upgrade the last mile 
of the distribution systems?

Number of BEVs in each LSOA as of 2021 Q4
IMD (Index of Multiple Deprivation score 
for each LSOA

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/vehicle-licensing-statistics-data-files
https://mapmaker.cdrc.ac.uk/#/index-of-multiple-deprivation?m=imde19_rk&lon=-2.6341&lat=51.4633&zoom=9.14


The disparity is across the country

How should we upgrade the last mile 
of the distribution systems?

Vehicle licensing statistics data 
Department of Transport

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/vehicle-licensing-statistics-data-files
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/vehicle-licensing-statistics-data-files


How to allocate network costs?

Socially and economically efficient/balanced Network Pricing? 
- Postage Stamps - average
- Cost-reflect pricing 

• Volume 
• Capacity
• Location 
• Time of use

How could energy policies, energy regulation, energy companies, 
community energy groups best support the under represented 

groups other than simply contributing to their energy bills?  



How to assess and address the justice 
implications of low carbon transition?

Internal factors: include motivations and methodological practices which vary 
amongst different kinds of evaluators
External factors:  include the availability of data, access to users and participants, 
and the prioritisation of justice and inclusivity by project partners and funders. 

• How the motivations, methods and expertise of particular evaluators 
influences the ways in which users are represented and issues of justice 
addressed? 

• How to represent those voices and perspectives with less influence in 
transition discourse and governance? 

Sam Hampton, Nick Banks, ‘Recognition justice and the evaluation of low carbon innovation projects’.
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